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Breaker's Point (Urghaflu)

Uninhabited, the Mishhuvurthyar perhaps use this as a vacation spot. Anyone from Yamatai (Planet) or
Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia certainly would – the surface temperature is a comfortable 15 degrees
Celsius in the northern latitudes and does not heat up past 35 degrees in the middle latitudes. Two
archipelagos skirt the equator; others might exist not far below the surface of the water.

Planet: Breaker's Point
Type: Water world
Owned/Claimed By: Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Stellar Radius: 2 AU
Circumference: About 10,000 km
Surface gravity: 1.15 G
Length of Day: 12 hours
Length of Year: 250 days

History

The YSS Sakura was destroyed in this system during the First Mishhuvurthyar War.

During the Second Battle of Urghflau, Hanako successfully led a team that rescued the former Empress
Ketsurui Yuumi. Giving up her own Mindy armor to keep Yuumi safe, Hanako ordered her teammates to
teleport first. Hanako herself, sadly, did not make it out.

The system was occupied by the NMX during the Second Mishhuvurthyar War and was only liberated in
YE 35, when SMDIoN forces pushed out the token NMX defenders. Because of its habitability, colonization
plans are being considered. Those plans, however, are dependent on the complete conquest of the area
and the renaming of the system and planet to something more pronounceable in the Nepleslian tongue.
In the same year, the system and its primary planet were renamed to Breaker's Point after a referendum
held in the Imperium.

For the time being, a Bulwark Starbase and four Rook platforms have been stationed there. The naval
picket in the system consists of two destroyers.

Map Locations
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Map Display Name Breaker's Point (Urghaflu)
Map Coordinates 1322,1212
Map Importance Minor RP Location
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